Self Service PIM
Self Service Privileged Identity Management
The challenge

In any IT environment, **privileged accounts are everywhere**: IT administrators, privileged users, external vendors, and business applications all use them to access critical information systems in your network.

They are **high value targets for cyber criminals** because the elevated permissions allow them to navigate through multiple servers undetected, to access highly confidential information and to make administrative-level changes to mission critical applications and systems.

To win this battle, both inside and outside your organization, **you need a solution that protects, tracks, and manages** all your privileged accounts.
The Solution: Self Service PIM

- SSPIM (Self Service Privileged Identity Management) is a mechanism that will enable authorized regular users to elevate their permissions to a higher level.
- Works with Active Directory Domain Services and Entra ID tenants
- Based on Group Memberships and Delegation of Control
- Full auditing of all privilege escalations

Solution consists of 3 components:
- Cloud hosted web application that allows users to request privilege escalations
- Onprem agent that will fulfil escalation requests (for Active Directory only)
- Admin console to define which users can get what privileges for a given duration
The Value

▪ **Decreases your attack surface dramatically**
  Getting the number of privileged accounts under control reduces the opportunity for cyber attackers.

▪ **Easy to onboard**
  Link with your Azure AD, install an agent on any member server, and you’re up and running

▪ **Easy to use**
  An intuitive GUI will let the Admin specify fine-grained privileges that users can get for a given duration. Claiming your privileges is as easy as browsing to the cloud hosted web application.

▪ **Affordable**
  No overload of fancy features you never use. We choose to focus on the functionality you really need. This allows us to offer you an excellent PIM solution at an affordable price.

▪ **Insights**
  Get insights (again) on when users need extra privileges to perform their day-to-day work, and where you can improve even further with delegation of control